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-S (ceanwood Drive
Duxbury Ma. 02332

Shirley A. Jackson
(Chairman USNRC

Jashington DC 20555

Dear Chairman Jackson,

Today I have received a response from Bill Russell to the July 27h letter I addressed to you. I find a few

issues to be worrisome.

1. After a. twenty-three year troubled construction period the NRC is holding one day of meetings in

which the Public may voice their concerns. That date is Sept. 5.1995. the day after Labor Day. A day

that will catch most of the public off guard. Traditionally the public identifies Labor Day as the end of

summer vacation and people are beginning to gear back up into the "real" world. I have voiced this

concern to Roy Zimmerman, NRR. My other concern I will address to you. Is one day adequate to deal

with the public concerns?

2. Scpt. 6, 1995 the staff has schcdulcd a mccting on thc results of Hot Functional. (Thc public may

observe) This raises the question of how or If' the public concerns dealing with Hot Functional will be

addressed prior Lo or subsequent Lo the 'official' results of Hot Functional.

3. Sept. 7, 1995 in Rockville there will be two meetings. First, the status of completion of Watts Bar---the

Public may observe. Second, a closed door meeting with TVA I.G.

This fast track time line alarms me in light of the fact Roy Zimmerman informed me fuel load is scheduled

for Sept. 24, 1995
My concerns are as follows:

First, how Is any Public Information to be captured within the licensing process in a manner timely enough to

impact the process.

Second, when Staff briefed the Commission on timelines M%4r. Jaudon informed the Commission that: "TVA's

schedule calls for si.x weeks of work after the successful completion of ET-' until they reach fuel load."

How is it that IL. Zimmerman was able to present me with all dates including fuel loading in one call. ' Is Hot

Functional-2 predetermined to be successful? Will the Public concerns be addressed as part of the licensing

process -or- will those concerns be thrown into the allegation process. Bill Russell's response indicate the

licensing concerns I addressed to you have been thrown to the allegation process. You should be aware the

NRC allegation management program is currently addressing concerns I raised in 1991 and 1993. I do not

believe licensing issues should be handle within a process known to be so untimely. Many of us compare the

allegation management system to the "black hole".

Third, I identified Lo IvIr. Zimmerman Lwo credibility concerns the NRC will have to address.

* TVA's history in light of Watts Bars 23 year history, as well as TVA's overview problems as stated in the

GAO report.

* NRC histories of licensing in somc of thc morc qucstionablc licensing and restart programs.

I do not believe one day of meetings for the Public is adequate to truly hear or address the concerns of the

Public. I strongly urge the Commission to suggest Staff hold a meeting in Rockville during the week of Sept.

2',1995. This allows the appropriate members of NRR to be present. The Sept.5, 1995 meeting does not

include the main players. T his also allows the Pubhc appropriate time to prepare and present concerns raised

by the HFT-2 program. From the anecdotal reports of HFT-2 I have received, I can not imagine the pre-
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planned 6 weeks of work has been reduced to three, as the Sept. 24, 1995 fuel loading date would indicate. I

would hope the NRC would slow down the process to assure all outstanding issues and allegations have

received a-complete review and resolution.

If this "race" to fuel load continues without comprehensive closure of known problems, aren't you putting an

additional burden of decommissioning costs on the public. TVA and Watts Bar has been at this junction in

the past and failed to make the grade for licensi;ng. History has a tendency to repeat itself

.-As Jim Taylor said. 'The plans were comprehensive and if implemented thoroughly should have

addressed the identified problems."
Let us all.be sure all problems have been identified and all corrective action plans have been implemented.The

public de erves that all necessary corrective action programs are implemented, the NRC appears to be closing

issues on the promise of *WHEN". TVA's history does not give the public the confidence that --WHEN" will

ever come. The documents I sent to you was a srall example of those corrective actions that have not yet been

implenented thoroughly. Bill Russell has sent my concerns to the "world of allegation management" Heaven

knows when I will hear about those again. Will concerns raised at the public meeting receive a kinder fate--

one can only hope. These concerns do address a licensing process, perhaps there is not three or four years

time before an answer is needed. Then again with Watts Bar's history perhaps there is'

A second area of concern I must mention is Staff s reliance on RTPO documents to determine

"Reasonable Assurance". Although, I understand INPO is often more exacting on the industry than the NRC.

IINPO documents arc not publicly availablc. Licensing is a public proccss. Will thc TJPO documents bc madc

available for public scrutiny? If not, has the process been compromised? I have also asked repeatedly for a

definition of 'reasonable assurance" as applied to technical issues. I have not yet received this. Does this

- ieasonable assurance" still include the original ciIteiia for licensingi?

Thank you for your time and consideration of these issues. The people in the vicinity of Watts Bar deserve

public health and safety to the fullest extent the NRC can provide it. Please do not allow the process to be

rushed to fulfill any other agenda.

Sincerely,

Jane A. Fleming


